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Environmental Conditions and
Hazardous Materials

Identify and inspect for environmental conditions and 
hazardous materials. Know which professional and/or 
resource is most appropriate to refer a client to for 
maintenance/correction of defects.  Specifically, the 
learner will know and be able to identify and define:
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What radon gas is, what the “hot” spots
are in Washington State and how and when to
report the presence of radon gas.



Radon

What is it?

According to the EPA, Radon is an odorless, colorless, tasteless, 
invisible gas produced by the decay of naturally occurring uranium in 
soil and water.
It is a form of ionizing radiation, and a proven carcinogen.



Radon

vDangerous when trapped indoors – levels increase to higher 
concentrations.

vFor Americans, the greatest exposure is in their home.
vHighest levels typically in rooms below (crawlspace / basements) or 

at grade (slab construction), and the rooms immediately above them.



Radon

What is the risk?

vLung cancer is the only known effect
vNo known differences to level of risk between adults and children
vSmokers are at a greater risk for lung cancer when exposed to higher 

levels over time.



Radon

How much is too much?

vRadon is measured in pico Curies per Liter (pCi/L)
vAverage outdoor level is .4 pCi/L
vAverage level in American homes is about 1.3 pCi/L



Radon

vThe EPA recommends Americans take steps to reduce radon levels in 
their homes when measured levels are 4 pCi/L or higher.

vTargeted levels for homes should be between 2 pCi/l and 4pCi/l.
vReducing levels in a home does not make the house safer, it reduces 

the chances of lung cancer for the inhabitants.



Radon
Radon Level Lung Cancer per 1,000 

Smokers*
Lung Cancer per 1,000 

Non-smokers

20 pCi/L 260 36

10 pCi/L 150 18

8  pCi/L 120 15

4 pCi/L 62 7

2 pCi/L 32 4

1.3 pCi/L 20 2

0.4 pCi/L 3

*Based on EPA Assessment of Risks from Radon in Homes (EPA 402-R-
03-003



Radon

vSecond leading cause of lung cancer after 
smoking.

vSmoking indoors increases the risk for all 
family members.



Radon

Where is it?

vUbiquitous - radon is everywhere
vOutdoor air
vIndoor air
vWater



Radon

Zone 1:  Average predicted indoor radon level greater than 4 pCi/L
Zone 2: Average predicted indoor radon level between 2 and 4 pCi/L
Zone 3: Average predicted indoor radon level less than 2 pCi/L



Radon

Zone 1:  Average predicted indoor radon level greater than 4 pCi/L
Zone 2: Average predicted indoor radon level between 2 and 4 pCi/L
Zone 3: Average predicted indoor radon level less than 2 pCi/L



Radon

How does it get into 
the house?

Through cracks 
gaps, seams, and 
loose mortar 
joints in the 
foundation walls.

Through gaps 
and cracks in the 
basement floor.

Enters home 
through any floor 
openings or seams 
from basement or 
crawlspace. 



Radon
How does it get into 

the house?



Radon

Water -

vNot as great of a risk as through soil.
vA home with high radon levels and ground water supply (wells, public 

or private) should have the water tested.
vIngestion

vLower risk of stomach cancer than lung cancer from airborne



Radon

Inhalation -

Radon is released into air from water running out of fixtures



Radon

Determining Radon Levels Within a Home

vShort-term air testing
vLong-term air testing
vWater tests



Radon

vShort-term testing (2-3 days)
vHouse should remain closed for 12 hours prior to the start of the test
vDevice is placed at lowest livable location in home 20” above floor
vPlace in a regularly used common area that’s not a kitchen or bathroom 
vInstruct homeowner to keep windows closed and operate doors as little as 

possible
vDo not operate fans bringing outside air into the home



Radon

vCharcoal Canisters
vShort-term
vActivated charcoal in canisters 

absorbs the Radon
vTwo canisters recommended for 

control and backup purposes
vAt end of test, canisters sealed and 

sent to lab



Radon

vCharcoal Liquid Scintillation
vShort-term
vSmall vials containing small 

amount of activated charcoal.
vCharcoal absorbs the Radon, but 

the lab uses different process to 
measure levels.



Radon

vAlpha Track
vShort and long term tests
vSame placement requirements
vLeft in home for a period of more than 90 

days
vSmall piece of film or plastic in container
vRadon leaves marks in the film
vLab treats film with chemical to enhance 

the tracks.
vNumber of tracks converted into Radon 

pCi/L



Radon

vElectret Ion Chamber
vShort and Long-term Tests
vElectrostatically charged disk detector (electret)
vRadon diffuses through a filter-covered opening
vIonization from Radon decay reduces the voltage
vLab relates the measured drop in voltage to the radon
vconcentration. 



Radon

vLong-term testing
vSame placement requirements
vLeft in home for more than 90 days
vMore accurate than short-term tests
vTypical recommendation is to start with a short term.  If levels are above 

those recommended by the EPA, follow up with a long-term test.



Radon

vTesting water for Radon
vRun cold water from tap long enough to 

ensure supply is not coming from well 
tank or other storage

vFill a bowl with cold water
vSubmerge vial in water to fill (reduces 

aeration)
vReplace cap with vial under water
vShip to lab



Radon

Radon Mitigation

vSeal up the lower level (may not be sufficient)
vCaulk gaps around floor and wall penetrations
vElastomeric paint on basement walls

vIncrease ventilation
vDirecting air from upstairs towards basement
vHeat recovery ventilator (may increase HVAC operating costs)
vOpen doors and windows more often







Radon
vSuction systems

vActive (Fan)
vPassive (Vent pipes only)
vInstalled

vBasement floor (sub-slab)
vFresh water sump crock
vConcrete block foundation walls
vDrain tiles



Radon

Failure 
Alarm

Fan

Suction pipes can be 
installed beneath the 
slab, in a sealed fresh 
water sump crock, or 
concrete block 
foundation walls.















Radon

vNever speculate whether you believe there is radon in a home
vAlways follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer of the 

testing equipment
vRemember documentation protocols to ensure accuracy and reduce 

your risk
vDirect your clients to the EPA for questions regarding their results



www.epa.gov/radon
Radon

Washington State Dept. of Health
Division of Environmental Health

Office of Radiation Protection

www.doh.wa.gov

http://www.epa.gov/radon
http://www.doh.wa.gov/AboutUs/PublicHealthSystem/LocalHealthJurisdictions
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Rules that apply to abandoned underground
oil storage tanks (UST) under Washington 
State Law. 



Heating Oil (UST)

Effective June 30, 1995, WA state Fire Code Requires:

“Tanks and piping serving oil burning equipment which have been out 
of service for a period of one year shall be removed from the ground 
or abandoned in place…”

(WAC 51-34-6106)
Section 6106—Abandonment of tanks. [Statutory Authority: 
Chapter 19.27 RCW. WSR 95-01-125, § 51-34-6106, filed 12/21/94, 
effective 6/30/95.] Repealed by WSR 98-02-053, filed 1/6/98, 
effective 7/1/98. Statutory Authority: RCW 19.27.031 and 19.27.074.

http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=19.27
http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=19.27.031
http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=19.27.074


vFederal laws for commercial USTs enacted in 2005 exclude residential 
tanks 1,100 gal. or less (WAC 173—360-110 110.2.a)

vWashington adopted the Uniform Fire Code as part of the state 
building code

vPermit issued by the local fire or building permit authority required 
prior to closing or removing a tank.

Heating Oil (UST)



What’s the risk?

vMost tanks in WA are 30-50 years old and in their “bonus life”
vCorrosion leads to 

vHoles allowing oil to leak into and contaminate soil
vCave-in near home

vContamination to lakes, creeks, groundwater storm sewers
vToxic vapors

Heating Oil (UST)







vMinor vs. Extensive Leaks 
vMinor leaks 

vLimited to soil contamination near tank
vDo not need to be reported to WA State Dept. of Ecology
vHomeowner should always save cleanup documentation for future reference

Heating Oil (UST)







Underground Heating Oil Storage Tanks (UST)

• Extensive leaks 
• Oil contamination to groundwater, creeks, lakes, rivers, or storm sewers
• Contamination to soil at adjoining properties
• Vapor problems in nearby buildings
• Extensive soil contamination
• MUST be reported to appropriate regional office of the WA State Department 

of Ecology







If oil has reached surface waters such as creeks, lakes, rivers or storm 
sewers, it must be reported to: 

Emergency Management Division 
(800) 258-5990

Heating Oil (UST)





vLocating the tank
vFollow the fuel lines from / to the house
vLook for fill and vent pipes near the house
vConcrete pad with placard indicating location of tank

vIf it appears abandoned, simple dip stick test can determine 
of oil is present in tank

vSome water in tank is not unusual, but may indicate a leak

Heating Oil (UST)







Determining if Leaks are Present

vSimple dip test
vUse a wooden stick in tank
vPlace water reactive paste on end of stick
vIf water is present in tank, paste will change color
vSome water is normal, excessive water may indicate water getting into 

tank or oil leaking out
vPerforming dip test at beginning and end of summer is best to monitor oil 

levels in tank

Heating Oil (UST)



Underground Heating Oil Storage Tanks (UST)

Determining if Leaks are Present

vStrong oil vapor odor around home
vStrong oil vapor odor within home
vOil stains in soil near tank

vIf you suspect oil leaks, document your findings and recommend a 
licensed, qualified contractor re-evaluate / test the tank for leaks





vLocal Fire Marshals determine whether tank removal is necessary
vCode enforced by counties or cities
vSeller, buyer, or homeowner (or all) may be held liable damages 

caused by leaking tank
vFund available resulting from 1995 Heating Oil Pollution Act may 

cover costs of damages up to $60,000
vFunded by the Pollution Liability Agency (800) 822-3905

Heating Oil (UST)



vSome lenders may require proof of no soil contamination prior to 
closing

vAlways document the presence of underground heating oil storage 
tanks and whether they appear abandoned in your report

vMay require complete removal or soil sampling
vUnderground storage tanks are supposed to be disclosed in the 

transaction

Heating Oil (UST)







Removing oil from tanks
vWA Department of Ecology regulates USTs
vStrongly recommend removing unused USTs (not required)
vRemoving unused oil is best prevention 
vOil is pumped out and tank is “closed”

Heating Oil (UST)



If an underground heating oil tank is closed in place all of the 
following requirements must be met:

vFlammable and combustible liquids must be removed from the tank 
and connected piping.

vThe suction, inlet, gauge, vapor return and vapor lines must be 
disconnected.

vThe tank must be filled completely with an approved inert solid 
material.

vAll remaining underground piping must be capped or plugged.
vA record of the tank size, location and date of abandonment must be 

retained.
vAll exterior above-grade fill piping must be permanently removed.

Heating Oil (UST)





Removing tanks
vRemoval allows for best chance for locating leaks and removing 

contaminated soil
vSteps are the same as closing the tank except

vWider areas excavated
vRemoval of combustible vapors
vRemove and properly dispose of tank
vClean contaminated area, and remove contaminated soil

Heating Oil (UST)



Heating Oil (UST)









vMany environmental companies provide tank closing, removal, and 
clean up services

vCompanies that fill tanks may accept unused oil removed from 
unused tanks for recycling or donation

vThe Pollution Liability Agency is a good place to start for a list of 
reputable contractors

Heating Oil (UST)



Corrosion resistant USTs

Heating Oil (UST)
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What mold is and what factors contribute to the
formation and spread of mold in
residential construction.



Mold

What are Molds?
vMicroscopic organisms
vDigest organic matter
vRelease spores to reproduce
vType of fungi
vMore than 100,000 species



Mold
What, Me Worry?

“What initially triggered the explosion of mold-related cases, 
legal experts say, was a stunning multi-million dollar mold 
damage verdict awarded in Dripping Springs, Texas. In that 
case, a homeowner denied payment of a claim for water 
damage won a $34 million judgment against a subsidiary of 
Farmers Insurance for failing to act promptly on a water 
damage claim after, she says, a burst water pipe in her home 
caused mold to grow, making her family violently sick.” *

*Orlando Business Journal, http://www.bizjournals.com/orlando/stories/2002/08/26/story3.html



Mold

What purpose do they serve?
vDecompose

vPlant debris
vLeaves
vWood
vHousehold materials such as drywall and wood



Mold

How does it Grow?
vThree things needed:

vMoisture
vLeaking pipes
vPoor grading
vCondensation
vExterior wall / door / window leaks
vBad housekeeping

vDarkness



Mold

Three things needed:
vFood

vWood
vDrywall
vWallpaper
vCarpet
vInsulation

If it retains water, it can likely support mold growth!



Mold

Exposure
vDisturbing spores
vAirborne when dry
vTouching spores followed by hand to mouth contact

Harmful
vAsthmatics
vSome have allergies to mold



Mold

Symptoms
vSkin rash
vRunny nose
vEye irritation
vCough
vNasal congestion
vBreathing problems



Mold

Mycotoxins
vToxin produced by some molds
vMore severe symptoms

vFatigue
vNausea
vHeadaches
vLung and eye irritation

When mold spores are suspected and symptoms are recurring, 
consult a physician



Mold

Typical ways to recognize potential presence of mold:

vMusty odor in areas of home
vSmall black or white specks
vMold is often hidden and can’t be seen or smelled until the 

problem is severe





Mold

Common places to find Mold:

vNear water source
vWhere warm moist air condenses
vBehind articles stored in basements, crawlspaces, attics, and garages
vKitchens, bathrooms (high water use areas)





Mold

Look:

vBehind washer and dryer when accessible
vBeneath kitchen and bath sinks
vBehind the Water Heater
vAround laundry tubs
vMoisture staining around showers and tubs
vPlumbing supply and DWV piping in the crawlspace and basements



Mold

Look:

vBasement wall and floor unions
vBasement and crawlspace corners
vBehind furniture and appliances









Mold
Testing

vMany do-it-yourself kits available
vIf you are not going to perform mold tests, recommend a 

qualified environmental inspector when you suspect mold 
in a home



Mold
Typical Sampling

vSamples taken
vThreshold Limit Value (TLV) is determined

vSet limit for safe levels or unsafe

vEPA does not have TLV guidelines for mold
vNot all molds are toxic
vToxins not produced all the time
vEveryone responds differently to exposure



Mold
Surface tests won’t reveal levels of 

airborne spores.  Also makes analyzing 

difficult as the spores are damaged in the 

sampling process. 



Mold

Air testing reveals airborne spores, but 

testing will not reveal specific species 

or type of mold found.  General group 

of mold can be determined without 

indicating pathogens or toxins



Mold

Professional inspectors typically use 

equipment and media designed for 

surface and air testing.  Viable air 

testing equipment is designed to take 

samples without damaging the spores 

for more specific and detailed test 

results. 





Mold

EPA Suggestions for Controlling Mold in the Home

vRepair leaking roofs
vRepair plumbing leaks as soon as possible
vIncrease ventilation of home by opening doors and windows more 

often
vKeep furniture an inch or two away from walls
vInstall/use the exhaust fans in kitchen, laundry, and bathroom areas
vThoroughly clean and dry water damaged items



Mold Additional venting 
introduces fresh air into 
home to reduce humidity 
and help remove 
particulates.

May increase 
heating and cooling 
costs.



41 Next the inside walls of the entire house must be 
scraped thoroughly and the scrapings dumped in the 
unclean place outside the town. 42 Other stones will be 
brought in to replace the ones that were removed, and 
the walls will be replastered. 43 “But if the mildew 
reappears after all the stones have been replaced and 
the house has been scraped and replastered, 44 the 
priest must return and inspect the house again. If he 
finds that the mildew has spread, the walls are clearly 
contaminated with a serious mildew, and the house is 
defiled. 

Lev 14:41-44 (NIV)

The Oldest Known Abatement Procedure



Mold
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What asbestos is, the potential health implications
of its presence in homes, what 
materials commonly contain
Asbestos fiber and what
constitutes friable asbestos.



Asbestos
What is it?

EPA definition:

v“A number of naturally occurring, fibrous silicate minerals mined for their useful 
properties…”

vFriable Asbestos
vCan be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by the pressure of an 

ordinary human hand.
vOf the most concern as the fibers are easily released

vNon-friable
vDoes not break up as easily
vEPA policy is undamaged, non-friable asbestos is best left undisturbed and 

managed in place



Asbestos

Positive attributes of asbestos:

vProvides good thermal insulation
vChemical and thermal stability 
vHigh tensile strength 





Asbestos

Most common residential applications:
vInsulation on boilers, piping and other mechanical systems. 
vFireproofing material. 
vDecorative and insulating surfacing materials. 
vAcoustical materials and surface treatments. 
vGasket materials. 
vRoofing felts and tars. 
vFlooring felts and tiles. 
vInsulation boards and papers. 
vCement shingles, panels, pipes, and ducts. 
vElectrical insulation boards and wire insulation.
vHVAC ductwork



Asbestos

Most common residential applications:
vThermal insulation (common in homes built between 1930 and 

1950) using vermiculite
vTextured paints and wall / ceiling joint compounds (banned in 

1977)
vArtificial ashes and embers for fireplaces
vBoiler pipes





Asbestos

Vermiculite
vAccording to the EPA, most of the world’s supply of vermiculite 

ore came from a mine in Montana with a natural deposit of 
asbestos. Prior to its close in 1990, much of the mined vermiculite 
was contaminated with asbestos.







Asbestos

Back wall of some 
fireplaces

Flue Pipes

Water/Sewer Pipes

HVAC Ducts

Older Wood Stoves

Vents & Flues

Roof Shingles and 
Felts

Older Vinyl Flooring 
Felt Backings

Some Older Siding 



Asbestos

Door gaskets in older furnaces 
and wood stoves

Acoustic ceiling 
coatings - “popcorn 
texture” (banned in 
1977)

Vermiculite used as 
artificial ashes and 
thermal insulation

Flooring around 
wood stoves may 
be protected with 
asbestos-
containing 
materials







Asbestos

vAccording to the Washington State Department of Labor & 
Industries, Asbestos is:

v“…extremely hazardous to workers handling it and to others in the 
area when it gets into the air and is inhaled. Asbestos is a carcinogen 
that causes lung cancer and mesothelioma.



Asbestos

vRisk from particles and fibers becoming airborne and inhaled 
vAccording to the EPA, known to cause lung cancer, Mesothelioma 

and/or Asbestosis
vMesothelioma is a cancerous disease that is becoming more and more 

common. Affecting the mesothelial cells that make up the mesothelium – the 
outer lining that protects the body’s major organs such as the heart, stomach 
and lungs – this form of cancer is a direct result of regular and unprotected 
exposure to asbestos.*

vAsbestosis - the lungs become scarred with fibrous tissue*

*Source: www.aboutmesothelioma.info





Asbestos

*Source: 
www.aboutmesothelioma.info



Asbestos

vEPA Do’s and Don’ts
vDon’t:

vDust, sweep or vacuum debris suspected of containing asbestos (use wet 
mop or HEPA vacuum cleaner)

vSaw, sand, scrape, or drill holes into materials suspected of containing 
asbestos

vDon’t use abrasive pads





Asbestos

vEPA Do’s and Don’ts
vDo

vLimit activity in areas of the home with materials suspected of containing 
asbestos

vEncapsulate Asbestos in generally good condition
vPrevents accidental damage releasing fibers into the air

vEnclose Asbestos in generally good condition



Asbestos

vEPA Do’s and Don’ts
vDo

vAbatement (last option)
vHire a licensed, certified Asbestos contractor to inspect, sample, and 

recommend corrective measures





Asbestos

vFor the professional home inspector:
vLearn to recognize asbestos
vRefer to it as “possible asbestos-like material” in your report (safety hazard)
vRecommend licensed, certified asbestos inspector / contractor if the 

customer is concerned about asbestos in the home
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What lead is and what materials in a home
commonly contain lead.



Lead

vToxic metal
vUsed in

vPlumbing
vCar batteries
vPaint

vFound in 
vContaminated soil





Lead

According to the EPA:
vLead exposure can harm young children and babies even before they are 

born. 
vLead paint is sweet to the taste
vLeaded gasoline car exhaust in soil is most common source of poisoning
vYou can get lead in your body by breathing or swallowing lead dust, or by 

eating soil or paint chips containing lead.
vIn most cases, lead-based paint that is in good condition is not a hazard.
vRemoving lead-based paint improperly can increase the danger to your 

family.



Lead

vPeople get lead in their body commonly by ingestion: 
vPut their hands or other objects covered with lead dust in their mouths. 
vEat paint chips or soil that contains lead. 
vBreathe in lead dust, especially during renovations that disturb painted 

surfaces. 

vLead is more dangerous to children because: 
vBabies and young children often put their hands and other objects in their 

mouths. 
vChildren's growing bodies absorb more lead. 
vChildren's brains and nervous systems are more sensitive to the damaging 

effects of lead. 



Lead

vIf not detected early, children with high levels of lead in their bodies 
can suffer from: 
vDamage to the brain and nervous system 
vBehavior and learning problems, such as hyperactivity 
vSlowed growth 
vHearing problems 
vHeadaches 

vLead is also harmful to adults. Adults can suffer from: 
vReproductive problems (in both men and women) 
vHigh blood pressure and hypertension 
vNerve disorders 
vMemory and concentration problems 
vMuscle and joint pain 



Lead

vMost homes built before 1978 have lead-based paint
vSoil can pick up lead from exterior paint, or other sources such as 

past use of leaded gas in cars, and children playing in yards can ingest 
or inhale lead dust



Lead

vDust can pick up lead from deteriorating lead-based paint or from 
soil tracked into a home

vLead plumbing:
vYou cannot see, smell or taste lead, and boiling your water will not get rid of 

it

vFood and liquids stored in lead crystal or lead-glazed pottery or 
porcelain



Lead

vPeeling, chipping, chalking, or cracking lead-based paint is a hazard 
and needs immediate attention.
vWindows and window sills. 
vDoors and door frames. 
vStairs, railings, and banisters. 
vPorches and fences. 

vNote: Lead-based paint that is in good condition is usually not a 
hazard. 





Lead

vLead dust can form when lead-based paint is dry scraped, dry 
sanded, or heated (fumes). 

vDust also forms when painted surfaces bump or rub together. 
vLead chips and dust can get on surfaces and objects that people 

touch. 
vSettled lead dust can re-enter the air when people vacuum, sweep or 

walk through it.





Lead

• Reducing the risk
• Repairing damaged painted surfaces 
• Planting grass to cover soil with high lead levels 

• Not permanent solutions and will need ongoing attention. 
• Hire a certified lead "abatement" contractor. Abatement (or permanent 

hazard elimination) 
• Removing, sealing, or enclosing lead-based paint with special materials. Just painting 

over the hazard with regular paint is not enough. 
• Certified contractors must follow strict safety rules set by the state or the 

federal government. 





Lead

vDiscovering lead in a home
vVisual inspection of paint condition and location. 
vA portable x-ray fluorescence (XRF) machine. 
vLab tests of paint samples. 
vSurface dust tests.



vPortable x-ray fluorescence (XRF)
vNon-invasive
vIndustry accepted practice













Lead

vHome tests are not as reliable or conclusive as those done by a 
licensed, certified environmental inspector.

vIf a customer is concerned about lead based paint or lead-
contaminated water, always recommend a professional.

vhttps://www.spokesman.com/maps/fairchild-water-contamination-
well-testing-map/list/

https://www.spokesman.com/maps/fairchild-water-contamination-well-testing-map/list/


Lead

As of October 15, 2004, all contractors providing professional lead-
based paint training or activities in Washington are now required to be 
certified by the Lead-Based Paint Program located within the 
Department of Commerce. Performing such activities without LBP 
certification from Commerce is a violation of Washington 
Administrative Code 365-230.

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=365-230


Lead

vFor more information regarding certification for lead-based pant 
activities, go to:

www.commerce.wa.gov
vClick on “Housing,” then “Programs and Services” to find the Lead-

based paint, Home Repair, & Weatherization link.

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/
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Hazards associated with exposure to other
environmental conditions or hazardous 
materials, including but not limited to
urea formaldehyde, electro-magnetic fields,
microwaves, etc.



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

What are they?
vElectric fields 

vCreated by differences in voltage
vThe higher the voltage, the stronger the field

vMagnetic Fields
vCreated when current flows
vThe greater the current, the stronger the field



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vCurrent does not need to flow for electric 
fields to exist

vWhen current flows, the magnetic field varies 
with power consumption



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vElectromagnetic fields are present everywhere in the 
environment
vThunderstorms produce lightning
vEarth’s magnetic field (compass always points North)



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Main characteristics 
vFrequency 

vNumber of oscillations or cycles per second

vWavelength
vElectromagnetic waves traveling at the speed of light
vWavelength is the distance between the waves

vThe higher the frequency, the lower the wavelength



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Higher frequency = shorter 
wavelength

Lower frequency = greater 
wavelength

Power cable

Electromagnetic waves



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Strength of the 
electromagnetic field 
decreases with distance



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vWhen is it dangerous to humans?
vWhen an appliance is plugged in, there is a magnetic field 

surrounding it
vWhen the appliance is turned on, an electric field is created
vTogether, they form an electromagnetic field
vThe frequency determines the effect on the human body



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vElectromagnetic fields are produced by alternating current (AC) only
vThe current changes direction at regular intervals

vIn the US, the current changes direction at a rate of 60 cycles per 
second, or 60 Hertz (Hz)

vAppliances change the cycles



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vExtremely Low Frequency (ELF) Fields
vNon-ionizing
vUp to 300 Hz
vElectrical supply to and throughout the home
vMost household appliances

vIntermediate Frequency (IF) Fields
vNon-ionizing
v300 Hz to 10 MHz
vComputer screens, security systems



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vRadio Frequency (RF) Fields
vNon-ionizing
v10 MHz to 300 GHz
vRadio, TV broadcasting
vCellular phone antennae
vRadar
vMicrowave ovens (interior of oven)



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vIonizing EMFs
vCaused by gamma rays from radioactive materials, 

cosmic rays, and X-rays
vIonizing EMFs have the ability to break down 

molecular bonds

vAccording to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), EMFs generated in our every day 
environment do not operate at frequencies 
high enough to pose a medical threat to 
humans



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

So, What is the Effect?

vEMFs induce circulating currents in the human body
vHeating is the main biological effect
vAccording to WHO, studies show there is no immediate detrimental 

effect on humans from short term exposure to levels commonly 
found within the home



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

Some members of the population have reported health problems
vHeadaches, anxiety, depression, nausea
vPremature births, low birthweight
vCataracts
vCancer / Leukemia



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vLarge-scale studies are underway to determine whether direct 
correlations exist between reported health issues and EMFs

vWHO claims more is currently known and has been studied about 
EMFs than chemicals

vA variety of studies are recommended
vLaboratory experiments on cells
vAnimal experiments



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

If RFs are generated by microwave ovens, how can they be 
safe?

vMicrowave ovens use RF frequency EMFs 
vA magnetron generated the EMF
vThe waves are reflected off the oven’s metal interior
vThey pass through plastics, paper, glass and are absorbed by food





Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vThe waves cause the water molecules in the food to vibrate
vVibration generates heat and cooks the food
vNot an “inside out” cooking process

vThe waves vibrate molecules at the outer edges of the food
vThe heat generated at the outer edges cooks the interior of the food





Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vThe US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) sets standards for 
microwave ovens leaking radiation

vThe shielding within the oven, door, and gaskets prevents significant 
leakage
vTwo independent interlocking mechanisms stops oven operation when the 

door is opened
vThe sound heard briefly when opening the door during operation is the fan, 

not the magnetron





Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vAccording to the FDA, maximum leakage standards are set well 
below the limits known to be harmful to humans

vThe FDA also states that “Controlled, long-term studies involving 
large numbers of people have not been conducted to assess the 
impact of low level microwave energy on humans.”



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vPacemakers
vModern pacemakers are now shielded against electrical interference from 

appliances

vMicrowave Oven Injuries 
vThose known to the FDA are injuries that could happen from any hot cooking 

surface (burns from hot food, splattering grease, steam, etc.)



Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

vErupted hot water phenomena
vClean water and/or a clean cup heated in a microwave may prevent the water 

from boiling
vWhen impurities are introduced, the water boils or erupts instantly, posing 

the risk of scalding
vThe FDA recommends following the manufacturer’s instructions and avoid 

using excessive amounts of time when heating water or liquids



EMF Testing

vSeveral over the counter microwave leak detection devices are 
available

vNone are as accurate as what may be found in the lab at the FDA
vIf you use one of these devices and get an indication of a leak, inform 

the client of the potential and defer it to a licensed, qualified 
appliance technician



Urea Formaldehyde

Urea-formaldehyde is pervasive. Examples include decorative 
laminates, textiles, paper, foundry sand molds, wrinkle resistant fabrics, 
cotton blends, rayon, corduroy, etc. It is also used to glue wood 
together. Urea formaldehyde was commonly used when producing 
electrical appliances casing (e.g. desk lamps). Foams have been used as 
artificial snow in movies.



Urea Formaldehyde



Urea Formaldehyde

Urea-formaldehyde foam insulation (UFFI) was used extensively in the 
1970s. Homeowners used UFFI as a wall cavity filler at the time in order 
to conserve energy. In the 1980s, concerns began to develop about 
formaldehyde vapor emitted in the curing process, as well as from the 
breakdown of old foam.



Urea Formaldehyde



Urea Formaldehyde

UFFI was usually mixed at the location of use while constructing the 
home’s walls. It was then injected inside the walls, the curing process 
occurs, and the final product acts as an insulating agent. Because less 
information was known about the toxic health effects of formaldehyde 
in the 1970s, extra formaldehyde was often added to the mixture to 
ensure that the curing process would occur completely.



Urea Formaldehyde

Occupants of UFFI insulated homes with elevated formaldehyde levels 
experienced systemic symptoms such as headache, malaise, insomnia, 
anorexia, and loss of libido. Irritation of the mucous 
membranes (specifically the eyes, nose, and throat) was a common 
upper respiratory tract symptom related to formaldehyde exposure.


